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Remote sensing composition:

Multi- or Hyper-spectral imaging

Source: Nireos, Adapted from Giannoni 
et al 2018 J. Opt. 20 044009



Remote sensing composition:



Spectroscopy:

Interaction

is a technique of investigation that exploits the interaction between
energy and matter

between electro magnetic radiation and surface



Spectroscopy:

What happens when light hits a material?

The reflectance-emittance spectroscopy is a technique that exploit the
interaction between E.M. radiation and matter



Spectroscopy:

What happens when light hits a material?

The reflectance-emittance spectroscopy is a technique that exploit the
interaction between E.M. radiation and matter



Reflectance
The reflectance spectroscopy is the study of the reflected or diffuse
light, from a body, as a function of the wavelength



Emittance
The emittance is the energy radiated by the surface of a body per
second per unit area



Data Set:
Often data are hyper- or multi-spectral images, we can consider
them as a 3D data, called “cube”



Data Set:



VNIR Reflectance spectra:
Often data are hyper- or multi-spectral images, we can consider
them as a 3D data, called “cube”



VNIR Reflectance spectra:



VNIR Reflectance spectra:
Absorption types:

electronic molecular

pyroxene

olivine

Hydrated silicates

Hydrated sulfates



VNIR image analysis:

Different approaches:



VNIR image analysis:

Hyperspectral classification:

Supervised classifier

Spectral
Angle
Mapper



VNIR image analysis:

Spectral parameters:



VNIR image analysis:

Spectral parameters:



Moon

Lemellin et al., 2016

Clementine RGB

Ol-map  KAGUYA LISM

Lemellin et al., 2015

Ol-map

Copernicus crater

See following Zambon F. talk 
and Moon ex. tomorrow



Mars

True color image

FEM 

CRISM

(Ehlmann & Edwards, 2014)

Jazeero crater

See following Baschetti B. talk 
and Mars ex. on Thursday
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